
Specifications

Article number SLI-DEF-HT110

Price Price starts from €185,-

Dimensions Width: 905mm
Height: 365mm

Suitable for Land Rover - Land Rover Defender Hard Top 110 3-door
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Sliding window

Experience seamless functionality and

convenience with the Explore Glazing sliding

window for Land Rover Defender Hardtop 110. This

high-quality accessory boasts a sleek sliding

mechanism, enabling effortless opening to indulge

in the invigorating outdoor air.



Sliding window

Upgrade your Land Rover Defender Hardtop 110 with the Explore Glazing sliding window, designed to
perfectly match the original dimensions of your side window. Experience a hassle-free installation
process, allowing you to enjoy the benefits quickly.

Our sliding windows feature a specially developed sliding system that prevents the accumulation of
dirt in the slide channel. With over 20 years of experience in the coachbuilding industry, we guarantee
a long-term, low-maintenance solution for your vehicle.

The Explore Glazing sliding window is equipped with a user-friendly lock mechanism, offering easy
operation and adjustable positions. The glass edges are polished for optimal performance and safety.

Rest assured that our sliding windows meet stringent safety standards, featuring 4 mm toughened
safety glass certified by ECE R-43 and DOT. Choose from privacy grey, with a light transmission of
20% (tinted 80%), or parsol green, with a light transmission of 57% (tinted 43%). The parsol green
color option is designed to match the original windows of Land Rover, providing a seamless
integration with the overall aesthetic of your vehicle.

The dimensions of the existing side windows of the Land Rover Defender Hardtop 110 may vary
depending on the specific model and year of manufacture. The most commonly used dimension
corresponds to the rear window of a Land Rover Defender 130, with an aperture size of 905 x 365 mm
(width x height). The gullwing and sliding windows from Explore Glazing are available in these
dimensions.

Available for both the left and right sides, please note that the windows are not interchangeable.

The sliding windows can be expanded with a window guard or with the drop down table
Explore Overlander Light.
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Installation

General

The dimensions of the window fully correspond to the original window of your Land Rover
Defender Hardtop 110.
No adjustments to the bodywork are necessary, which means that the original window can easily
be replaced.
Easy and quick to assemble.

The gullwing window is mounted with M4*16 stainless steel mounting screws and sealed with
adhesive.

For an additional charge, the stainless steel mounting screws can be supplied black powder coated.
This option will be offered to you as standard.

A mounting set will be offered with your request and consists of:

drill 4.2 mm
cartridge of professional sealant
brush
rubber to remove the excess sealant

It is important that the Explore Glazing products are assembled correctly and safely. Careless
assembly can lead to accidents and serious damage and / or injury to you or others. If you
have no technical experience or are not familiar with the general assembly instructions, we
recommend that you have our products assembled by a professional company.

Check out our Youtube channel for installation videos or download our installation guide:

@ExploreGlazing
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https://www.youtube.com/@ExploreGlazing
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